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Abstract. A digital twin is a virtual representation of real-world entities and 
processes, synchronized at a specified frequency and fidelity. The capability of 
digital twins is continually evolving from simple decision support, via decision 
augmentation for end users to autonomous decision automation. This evolution 
is enabled by increasingly sophisticated technologies used by digital twins, e.g. 
advanced analytics, IoT and AI. In many applications, multiple digital twins can 
be used to address different system functionality, and composed as required, 
leading to potentially quite complex technical systems. Digital twins further in-
creasingly require explicit consideration of socio-economic factors, to ensure 
building responsible digital twin solutions, minimizing potential harm for the 
users. This paper discusses how such socio-economic factors, particularly the 
enterprise, legal and ethics policies and various value constraints, can be gradu-
ally transformed into a set of governance rules for building, operating and 
evolving responsible digital twin solutions and ecosystems. These policies in-
clude voluntary type of rules, e.g. digital ethics norms, as well as regulatory 
policies, which impose formal legal obligations, e.g. legislative and regulatory 
mechanisms. We use two application domains at two ends of the complexity 
spectrum, namely personalized health care and renewable energy, to illustrate 
our approach.  

Keywords: Digital Twins, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, complex 
system, computable policy, obligations, prohibitions, accountability, ethics. 

1 Background 

A digital twin (DT) is a virtual representation of real-world entities and processes, 
synchronized at a specified frequency and fidelity [1].  DTs can be used to study, 
monitor, and optimize the composition and functions of their physical counterpart. 
This emerging field has witnessed a meteoric rise, with an impressive growth rate of 
71% between 2020 and 2022 [2]. This trend is projected to continue upward, with a 
forecasted leap from USD 10.1 billion in 2023 to USD 110.1 billion by 2028, repre-
senting a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 61.3% [3].  

The concept of digital twins, initially introduced within the manufacturing sector 
by Grieves and Vickers [4], has since evolved and permeated a broad spectrum of 
industries. This includes aerospace and defense, agriculture, food and beverage, archi-
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tecture and construction, financial services, healthcare and life sciences, mobility and 
transportation, natural resources, and telecommunications, as reflected in The Digital 
Twin Consortium's diverse working groups [1].  

The rapid growth of DTs highlights their importance in the digital transformation 
of various industries. This growth prompts a discussion on the responsibilities tied to 
their development and use. As DTs evolve from simple to complex systems, the digi-
tal transformation process becomes more intricate.  

A discrete DT represents a single entity, like a robot arm in a factory. When multi-
ple discrete DTs are combined, they form a composite DT, representing a larger sys-
tem comprising various components. For instance, a production cell's DT is a compo-
site of the DTs of the devices within the cell. This process of combining discrete DTs 
into composite ones illustrates how DTs can represent increasingly complex systems. 

DTs improve decision-making through real-time data and context-specific infor-
mation. They provide users with detailed data visualizations, aiding in informed oper-
ational decisions. With the integration of AI and advanced analytics, they can extract 
hidden insights from large datasets, a task challenging for manual processing. This 
leads to decision augmentation, providing users with prescriptive recommendations. 

In the future, DTs will move beyond decision augmentation to decision automation 
(Fig. 1).  They will make strategic decisions based on AI, analytics, and business 
rules, enabling 'lights-out' operations and driving an algorithmic business model [6]. 
As such, their responsible use will become increasingly important, with the need to 
identify and integrate governance policies, as responsible features of digital twins. 
These policies can be voluntary, e.g. digital ethics norms as well as regulatory and 
legislative policies, with formal legal obligations, as also suggested in [16]. 

 

 
Figure 1: From decision support to decision automation 

The Digital Twin Consortium's (DTC) Digital Twin Capabilities Periodic Table [7] 
and Reference Architecture [8] exemplify efforts to provide technical and architectur-



al guidance for the development and implementation of DTs. Additionally, the Indus-
trial Digital Twin Association (IDTA), a German-led initiative under the Industrie 4.0 
umbrella [9], offers specific guidance on the technological implementation of digital 
twins within the manufacturing sector. These initiatives collectively contribute to the 
evolving body of knowledge and best practices in the field of DT technology. 

While instrumental in advancing DT implementation, the technology-centric ap-
proach presents a challenge because it does not adequately address the socio-
economic impact of utilizing DT technology. Furthermore, it does not sufficiently 
consider the implications for a DT’s responsible and ethical use in facilitating effec-
tive digital transformation, highlighting the need for a more comprehensive approach 
that integrates technological advancements with socio-economic impact and ethical 
considerations. 

The next section delves into the challenges and problems associated with the re-
sponsible use of DTs and the potential repercussions of failing to address this issue. 
Section 3 introduces a Responsible Digital Twins (RDT) framework. This framework 
aims to address ethical and socio-economic considerations in a standards-based, ma-
chine-readable format of policy expressions, providing a comprehensive approach to 
DT technology's responsible and ethical use. Section 4 discusses two application do-
mains that represent different ends of the DT complexity spectrum. These serve to 
illustrate the diverse applications, potential impacts of DT technology in real-world 
scenarios and our RDT proposal. Section 5 provides concussions and future work 
directions.  

2 Problem 

While DTs present substantial opportunities to influence the digital transformation of 
organizations profoundly, it is important to acknowledge that, akin to other technolo-
gies such as AI and IoT, they can be utilized for both beneficial and detrimental pur-
poses. This dual potential extends to impacts on humans, the environment, and institu-
tional sectors such as healthcare and finance. 

Enterprise or socio-economic rules, considered as constraints on behaviour of vari-
ous actors in the DT ecosystems, are crucial in developing and deploying DTs across 
the spectrum from simple discrete through to complex composite DT systems. These 
rules can be described in terms of the primitive policy concepts, i.e. obligations, per-
missions, prohibitions, and authorizations, also known as deontic concepts [12], 
which in turn, can be combined to express more complex, accountability concepts 
modelling enterprise, legal or legislative policies. These rules, help ensure that DTs 
are aligned with enterprise policy, ethical norms and legislative/regulative policies. A 
comprehensive approach to integrating such rules in developing and deploying DTs is 
important to address interoperability challenges and conflicts related to the prece-
dence or prioritization of the business and societal impacts of certain DT use cases 
[10].  

This paper seeks to address a specific set of challenges for expressing enterprise or 
deontic rules in a machine-readable format. The primary objective is to develop a 
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methodology that is both standards-based and scalable, capable of accommodating a 
wide range of applications, from simple, discrete systems to large-scale, ultra-
complex system-of-systems configurations. It involves navigating the complexities of 
translating enterprise rules into a format that can be readily interpreted by DTs, while 
adhering to established standards. The ultimate goal is to create a practical framework 
that can effectively address the increasing complexity of DT applications, accommo-
dating socioeconomic factors, thereby enhancing their utility and impact in various 
sectors. 

3 Solution Approach 

3.1 Motivations 

Digital Twins are made possible by the combination of technology such as event-
based processing and analytics, modelling and simulation, machine learning, and AI, 
as introduced above. DTs are essentially technical systems but involve close interac-
tions and synchronization with human actors, in many respects like the SCADA sys-
tems, used in support of industrial systems, such as power, irrigation and water sys-
tems.  

Enterprise and social policies – governance of the synchronization points 
The close interactions between technical systems and actions of humans and the effect 
of decisions made by automated systems on humans, require careful analysis of syn-
chronization points between physical and digital systems – with the aim of identifying 
the enterprise or social policies that need to be respected at these points and beyond. 
This would need to apply to the design, implementation, testing, operation and up-
dates stages of DT components life-cycle, while in compliance with the organization-
al, regulative, legislative and policies reflecting safety and ethical standards and 
norms.  

We propose the term ‘responsible digital twins’ to signify the explicit integration 
of these policies at DT’s life cycle. Our approach is influenced by the increasing 
recognition of a need for supporting ‘responsible AI’ technologies, while adding the 
specifics arising from the broader set of DT technical and engineering characteristics.  

We propose the following characteristics of DTs (Fig. 2), as their ‘responsible' 
properties, where the first group below is influenced by the AI ethics principles 
[13][16]: 

• Human, societal and environmental wellbeing - capturing the fact that DT systems 
should benefit individuals, society and the environment. 

• Human-centred values - emphasizing the fact that DT systems should respect hu-
man rights, diversity, and the autonomy of individuals. 

• Accountability – referring to the actions of parties involved in developing and de-
ploying DT systems, including their responsibility for any harm that is caused by 
their systems. 



• Transparency – referring to the ability of users to understand the operation of a 
complex system, such as a black box AI system, how their data are used and how 
decisions are made; referred to as explainability in the AI context.  

• Contestability - enables consumers to challenge the output of the AI algorithm 
when it impacts them.  

• Fairness - DT systems should be fair in their treatment of all users, regardless of 
their race, gender, religion, or other personal characteristics. 

• Privacy - DT systems should respect the privacy of users and should not collect or 
use personal data without their consent. 

We also believe that the ‘responsible’ properties cover engineering principles of: 

• Security - DT systems should enable precise access control over specific data, 
resources, and actions in your deployment, also supporting privacy property. 

• Reliability and Safety – DT systems should operate in accordance with their pur-
pose and should not pose a risk to users’ physical or psychological well-being; they 
should function well for people across different use conditions and contexts, in-
cluding ones it was not originally intended for.  

• Resilience - DT should absorb disturbance and reorganize while undergoing 
change thus retaining the same function, structure, identity, and feedbacks; this in-
cludes adaptation to system changes as technology and society evolve. 

These characteristics (in outer layer of policies in Fig 1), are guiding principles, simi-
lar to ethics [13][16] or the Gemini principles [18]. Note that ‘trustworthiness’ is 
sometimes used to refer to security, privacy, safety, reliability, and resilience [9].  

We also note that current consumer laws define safety and quality requirements for 
goods or services to minimise harm for consumers, but the specifics of consumer-
facing uses of AI such as generative AI have not yet been considered by a court [16]. 
 

Figure 2: Classification of DT responsible principles and mapping onto deontic policies 
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Operationalization of principles  
We need an approach for operationalizing high-level principles mentioned above. One 
option, similar to the AI responsible patterns [15], would be to develop a catalogue of 
reusable responsible DT patterns. They would provide reusable solutions to common 
problems occurring in system developments. Such approach was also used in the early 
interoperability framework in Australia [19] for identifying interoperability patterns. 

Another approach is to express the enterprise and social policies associated with 
each of the responsible DT characteristics, using computable (machine readable) ex-
pression of foundational, i.e. deontic, policies of authorizations, obligations, prohibi-
tions, permissions and their violations. This approach is introduced in [13] which 
describes a detailed mapping of digital ethics principles into deontic policy concepts. 
This was further elaborated in modelling the consent as an authorization policy [20]. 
This is the approach that we adopt for the operationalization of responsible DT prin-
ciples, where the mapping of each of the principles can be refined into the fundamen-
tal deontic concepts (Fig 2). The approach is presented next.   

3.2 Standard-based specification framework 

Our solution for a computable expression of policies is based on the ISO/IEC 15414 
Enterprise Language (EL) standard, from the family of Reference Model for Open 
Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) standards [12], augmented with related work from 
ontology research, in particular the conceptual modelling of legal relations [23] . The 
Enterprise Language standard provides precise expression and guidelines in the ex-
pression of foundational (deontic) policies of obligation, prohibition, permission, and 
authorisation, and the expression of accountability policies of the parties involved in 
the system, whether using, controlling or interacting with it. The accountability con-
cepts are an element of responsible characteristics, and derived from deontic concepts, 
shown as middle layer of policies in Fig. 1. Both the foundational and accountability 
concepts can be used to express constraints on the actions of parties filling various 
roles in a system, be they humans or automated systems. 

This standard thus provides foundations for computable expression of enterprise 
specifications for a system, which in our case is a digital twin ecosystem. This speci-
fication would typically involve defining: 

• the purpose of a digital twin system in terms of behaviour of the system 
─ individual components, their interactions, compositions etc  

• policies that capture further restriction on the behaviour 
─ between the system and its environment, or 
─ within the system itself, related to the business decisions by the system owners 

• explicit description of ecosystems that can span multiple policy domains (e.g. fed-
eration) and are not owned by a single party. 

This specification style places greater emphasis on the expression of correct or 
normal behaviour and on the chain of responsibility involved in achieving it [12]. 
This in turn supports the expression of business rules and behaviour that clearly de-



scribe obligations, permissions, authorisation and prohibitions (the so-called deontic 
concepts), as well as the accounatbility of each of the objects involved in the specifi-
cation, as explained next (Note: an object can represent an IT system or a natural 
person).  

 
Deontic concepts 
The EL standard includes the concepts of obligations, prohibitions and permis-

sions, stating the constraints for actions that are obliged, prohibited or permitted. In 
addition, the standard provides concepts for modelling the dynamics of deontic con-
straints i.e. when they become applicable to the actions of parties and how they are 
passed among parties. These are needed for the governance, compliance and man-
agement of interactions between autonomous decision-making components and hu-
mans in a system. This is achieved by introducing a special type of enterprise object, 
called deontic token, which captures deontic assertions.  The deontic tokens are held 
by the parties involved and holding one controls their behaviour [12]. Deontic tokens 
can be manipulated as objects while deontic constraints (e.g. obligation) cannot. 
There are three types of deontic tokens: burden, representing an obligation, permit 
representing permission and embargo, representing prohibition. In the case of a bur-
den, an active enterprise object holding the burden must attempt to discharge it either 
directly by performing the specified behaviour, or indirectly by engaging some other 
object to take possession of the burden and performing the specified behaviour. In the 
case of permit, an object holding the permit is able to perform some specified piece of 
behaviour. In the case of embargo, the object holding the embargo is inhibited from 
performing the behaviour. 

Another concept introduced to support modelling the dynamics of deontic con-
straints is speech act, Fig. 4. This is a special kind of action used to modify the set of 
tokens held by an active enterprise object. The name was chosen by analogy to the 
linguistic concept of speech act, which refers to something expressed by an individual 
that not only presents information but performs an action. Thus, a speech act intrinsi-
cally changes the state of the world in terms of the association of deontic tokens with 
active enterprise objects. This concept fits well with the nature of AI enabled applica-
tions, as it allows the speech act to be performed by people and AI systems, yet dis-
tinguish them when needed to establish links with ethics, legal and social norms. 

Accountability concepts 
The deontic modelling framework is further extended to support traceability of ob-

ligations of parties, according to their broader responsibilities derived from ethical, 
social or legal norms, referred to as a set of accountability concepts [12]: 

Principal is a party that has delegated something (e.g. authorisation or provision of 
service) to another. Agent is an active enterprise object that has been delegated some-
thing (e.g. authorisation, responsibility of provision of service) by, and acts for, a 
party.  

Delegation is an action that assigns something (e.g. authorisation, responsibility of 
provision of service) to another object, e.g. agent.  

Additional action types, capture important business events in any organisational 
system, and model how responsibilities evolve. 
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Commitment, is an action resulting in an obligation by one or more participants in 
the act to comply with a rule or perform a contract. This effectively means that they 
will be assigned a burden. Examples are commitments by clinicians to deliver safe, 
reliable and effective healthcare to patients. 

Declaration, is as an action by which an object makes facts known in its environ-
ment and establishes a new state of affairs in it. For example, an AI system (or a party 
managing it) may inform the interested parties about change of some legal rule. 

Evaluation, is an action that assesses the value of something. Value can be consid-
ered in terms of various variables e.g. importance, preference and usefulness, such as 
performance parameters to express administrative performance, or accuracy or relia-
bility measures associated with research findings or to assess the fairness of training 
data. 

Prescription, is an action that establishes a rule. Prescriptions provide a mechanism 
for changing the system’s business rules at runtime, enabling its dynamic adaptation 
to business changes, such as creation of new policies reflecting new legislations for 
AI.  

Authorisation, is an action indicating some empowerment, through which an enter-
prise object issues a required and will itself undertake a burden to facilitate the behav-
iour. For example, the contestability is an authorisation for the consumer to challenge 
AI decisions, through a permit by the AI system which has the burden to enable it.  

Deontic and accountability concepts are constraints over actions of the parties or 
systems (Fig.4), making it possible to define computable constraints over the actions, 
thus supporting real-time monitoring and downstream discretionary or non-
discretionary enforcements. There are several policy languages for expressing such 
constraints, which is beyond the limits of this paper, and are for example discussed in 
[20]. 

 



 
Figure 3: ODP Enterprise Language: deontic and accountability concepts 

3.3 Practitioners-friendly 

The computable policy framework provides a way of translating high-level character-
istics of responsible digital twins (RDT) into a set of computable policies that can be 
integrated in the design, implementation and operation of DT systems. 

In order to make this rather technical framework practitioner friendly, we are pro-
posing a mapping framework as shown in Fig.  5. Physical entities are virtually repre-
sented by DTs that synchronise twinning information at a certain frequency and fi-
delity. This requires technical integration that is governed by technical architecture 
and integration capabilities for each digital twin use case. The collection or combina-
tion of all the digital twin use cases interoperates to provide operational, tactical, and 
strategic decision support. The digital twin of a complex system is not a single twin, 
but the harmonious operation of the collection of digital twin use cases. The frame-
work introduces a Business Process Logic layer that enables stakeholders to manage 
how these use cases interoperate by providing operational rules, optimisation and AI 
models, and enterprise or socio-economic rules. This framework allows stakeholders 
to influence business outcomes by adjusting and prioritising the different rules and 
models. 

This solution is result of our experience in architecting and building many industri-
al, financial or health systems, reflecting the needs to support customer specific or 
government specific requirements. 
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Figure 4 Adding Responsible DT layer to a DT system 

4 Two application domain considerations   

4.1 Digital health – personalized medicine 

DTs are used to address several healthcare challenges, including surgery, pharmacy, 
cardiology and operating theatres [21]. They can be also used in support of personal-
ized medicine where the bi-directional data flow between a  patient and its virtual 
replica, (Fig. 6) allows for real-time continuous updating of the virtual model and, 
conversely, targeted interventions on the patient based on predictive simulations per-
formed on DTs [22]. 

  
Figure 5: Single DT for a person  

There are also DT applications across more complex healthcare systems which would 
involve multiple DTs, focusing on different aspects of healthcare. These would be for 



example DTs that are used as part of large hospital information systems, aimed at 
improving organizations’ workflow and resource management. Such DTs can refer-
ence virtual copies of individual patients which can then be integrated into higher-
level representation of clinical workflows in the hospital, effectively expressing in-
teroperability between these twins, from the application perspectives. In the case of 
responsible DTs, these workflows need to explicitly embed rules that govern respon-
sible DTs, reflecting rules associated with clinical care, but also rules emanating from 
organizational policies or external regulatory policies as mentioned in section 3. In all 
these settings, DT applications could improve the study and monitoring of highly 
complex systems characterized by many interacting components and thousands of 
variables that can be difficult to characterize with traditional approaches. 

One interesting solution for single digital twin is their use in enabling better preci-
sion and personalized of dementia care [14]. In this case clinician first enters patient 
data to a mobile Decision Support System (DSS), which is linked to a server running 
the Machine Learning or Deep Learning Algorithm. The algorithm connects to the 
database containing data about past dementia cases to find one or more past cases that 
best match the data of the present patient.  Algorithm then constructs the appropriate 
DTs through union of best matching cases and the DT and all related information are 
shown to the end-user via the mobile DSS.  This helps clinician performs a more in-
formed and precise diagnosis and treatment planning decision, after which the details 
and outcomes about new patient get recorded as new data for future reference.  

4.2 Renewable energy  

Renewable or distributed energy resources are increasingly employing digital twins 
to address many use cases across these complex assets' value chains and life cycle. A 
prime example of this is the energy grid challenge associated with introducing renew-
able or distributed energy resources into power systems networks.  

The electricity grid represents an ultra-large scale complex cyber-physical system 
that merges engineering automation and control technology with emerging digitaliza-
tion capabilities, such as digital twins. These digital twins provide decision intelli-
gence, as shown in Fig 7 to facilitate decision support, augmentation, and automation. 
This integration of digital twins into complex systems underscores the transformative 
potential of digitalization in addressing contemporary challenges in the energy sector. 
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Figure 6 Digital Twins in a Sustainable Energy Grid [24]  

DTs, with their extensive applications across the value chain, establish a complex 
system within the renewable energy sector, including applications such as wind farms, 
hydroelectric power, biomass, and green hydrogen production. They facilitate process 
and network optimization, thereby augmenting efficiency in wind turbine operations 
or hydroelectric power generation. They employ predictive analytics to forecast asset 
performance and maintenance requirements, reducing downtime in biomass pro-
cessing facilities or hydrogen production plants. They contribute to quality manage-
ment and monitor Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) factors, endorsing 
sustainable operations across all renewable energy applications. They identify poten-
tial operational risks and enhance safety through scenario simulations, improving the 
safety protocols in wind farms or hydroelectric plants. Moreover, they optimize sup-
ply chain operations and aid in workforce management by providing real-time visibil-
ity and predictive insights, streamlining operations across the renewable energy sec-
tor.  

The combination of different use cases in each of the application areas described 
across the overall value stream of generation, transmission, and distribution for power 
systems results in a complex digital twin system of systems.  

The development and deployment of DTs in the renewable energy sector present 
an even more complex task, given the extensive continuum of decision support re-
quired across the value chain through the combination of traditional and emerging 
technology. The temporal scope of use cases can vary significantly, from long-term 
energy market optimization to near real-time operational responses. This variability 
necessitates consistent and coherent policy frameworks across diverse use case cate-
gories and time considerations. 

Operational rules across these use cases are often encapsulated as first-order logic 
rules, readily expressed in a machine-readable format for digital twins. These rules 
facilitate decision support, decision augmentation, and in some instances, business 
process automation based on the model as shown in Fig 5 that depicts adding a re-
sponsible DT layer to a DT system.  



Statistical and mathematical models for simulation, optimization, and prediction, 
typically code-based, are also machine-readable and can be embedded within digital 
twin use cases. However, deontic and accountability rules, are often overlooked dur-
ing the requirements-gathering phase. This oversight may lead to interoperability 
challenges and potential conflicts regarding the precedence or prioritization of the 
business and societal impacts of digital twin use cases. 

Contrary to operational rules and AI/ML models, deontic and accountability rules 
are infrequently presented in an explicit machine-readable format. This highlights a 
potential area for improvement in the responsible use of DTs, as proposed by the au-
thors, underscoring the need for a more comprehensive approach to incorporating 
such rules in DT decision-making processes for renewable energy use cases. 

The following scenarios illustrate conflicting operational and enterprise rules: 

• An operational rule may stipulate that additional battery storage is required to sta-
bilize the national grid. However, this could lead to increased mining activities for 
the raw materials necessary for battery production, subsequently resulting in a rise 
in reportable (scope 1, 2, and 3) emissions. This outcome could conflict with a 
public commitment to reduce the reportable emissions on a year-by-year basis to-
wards a 2030 goal. Such a policy statement might be communicated through press 
releases and investor briefings, but it is not typically presented in a machine-
readable format that could inform the operational digital twin of the potential con-
flict, which our proposal can address.  

• An AI model optimizing a renewables-based energy grid may necessitate consumer 
data regarding behaviour and energy utilization patterns, potentially indicating 
anomalies for certain users. This use case may interoperate with a revenue optimi-
zation DT use case, making anomalous event data accessible to service agents. 
These agents could then utilize this information to target specific individuals or or-
ganizations. However, without explicit machine-readable privacy deontic policies, 
such applications of DT could occur irresponsibly, without the consent of both or-
ganizational and user stakeholders. This underscores the critical need for compre-
hensive privacy policies in the deployment and operation of DTs, to ensure their 
responsible and ethical use. 

• The World Economic Forum [27] underscores how recycling to conserve metals 
utilized in wind turbines represents one pathway toward a circular economy. The 
decommissioning and disposal of such assets constitute significant asset manage-
ment use cases for DTs within the overall value chain, particularly towards the end 
of the physical asset's life cycle. Operational rules may dictate that the most cost-
effective approach would be to abandon or dispose of these assets in landfills ra-
ther than invest in an active recycling policy. However, implementing such a poli-
cy could override operational decisions made through these DTs, highlighting the 
potential for DTs to contribute to sustainable practices in the renewable energy sec-
tor. 

The digital health and renewable energy scenarios underscore the imperative for a 
responsible DT (RDT) framework, accommodating RDT principles, and including 
machine readable and standards-based policy expressions, both of which provide a 
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comprehensive guide and support for the ethical development, deployment, and oper-
ation of DTs, as shown with the examples in Table 1 next. An RDT framework will 
ensure that DTs contribute positively to individuals, society, and the environment. 

 
Table 1: Responsible DT (RDT) principles – Healthcare and Renewable examples 

RDT principle Health Renewable 
Human-centered Dementia DT should respect human 

rights, diversity, and the autonomy 
of individuals, e.g. obtaining and 
recording patient consent for using 
their data as part of the Dementia DT 
system, taking into account their 
specific demographic data as well as 
their autonomy in making decisions - 
or relying on a delegated person who 
make decision on behalf of patient 

The model should not be used to 
target specific individuals or or-
ganizations in a discriminatory 
way. For example, the model 
should not be used to target low-
income households or minority 
communities for higher energy 
prices. 

Accountability Developers are obliged to develop 
and deploy the DT system, which 
support patient preferences, and their 
changes over time; they are obliged 
to minimise any harm that is caused 
by their systems; clinicians are 
obliged to check the recommenda-
tion by the virtual DT and make final 
professional decision before they are 
permitted to prescribe a medication 

It is important to have clear pro-
cesses in place to hold those re-
sponsible for developing and 
deploying the AI model accounta-
ble for their actions. This could 
include having a board of direc-
tors or an ethics committee that 
oversees the development and 
deployment of the model. 

Transparency Dementia DT should provide mech-
anisms to both patients and clinicians 
showing how ML/AI/DSS compo-
nents arrive at a decision treatment, 
and also state clinical risks and bene-
fits for the person in question, taking 
into account their medical history, 
demographics, and other parameters 

Model workings should be trans-
parent to individuals and organiza-
tions. This could include provid-
ing information about the data that 
was used to train the model, the 
algorithms used to make deci-
sions, and the potential biases that 
could be present in the model. 

Fairness Dementia DT systems should be fair 
in their dementia care support to all 
users, regardless of their race, gen-
der, religion, or other personal char-
acteristics. 

Model should not discriminate 
against some groups. For example, 
it should not target low-income 
households or minority communi-
ties for higher energy prices. 

Privacy Dementia DT should respect the 
privacy of users, and should not 
collect or use personal data without 
their consent; consent should be 
regarded as a combination of permis-

The data about consumer behavior 
and energy utilization patterns 
could be sensitive and used to 
identify individuals or organiza-
tions. Clear privacy policies 



sion (for patients) and obligation (for 
clinicians’ respecting patient prefer-
ences) of accessing patient health 
records, i.e  fine-grained data access 
support 

should explain how data will be 
collected, used, and shared. There 
should be mechanisms for indi-
viduals to control their privacy 
settings and opt out of data collec-
tion. 

Safety and relia-
bility 

Dementia DT should operate in 
accordance with their purpose, to 
support dementia patients and should 
not pose a risk to users' physical or 
psychological well-being 

The model should not make deci-
sions that could endanger people 
or property. The model should 
also be resistant to hacking and 
manipulation. 

 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presents our proposal for starting new inquiry into responsible DTs, by 
explicitly positioning of enterprise and social policies in the context of DT technolo-
gies. The aim is to help practitioners with designing, building, operating and evolving 
responsible DTs which embed computational expression of such policies, while bal-
ancing value proposition and risks. We find that there are still some legal and ethics 
ambiguities about the chain of responsibilities involving humans and automated deci-
sion makers, and it is the level of risks that can determine best governance mecha-
nisms for responsible DTs, as also discussed in [16]. We argue that the concept of 
responsible DTs may have been overlooked so far due to the focus on technical issues 
such as interoperability and composability. We believe that our proposal for computa-
tional expression of policies, implementing socioeconomic constraints for responsible 
DT principles, can create interest by developers involved in building tools for DT 
solutions and provide valuable guidelines to practitioners helping end-users on this 
specific digital transformation journey. We are also hoping that the deontic-based 
formalism used in our approach, and based on the ODP Enterprise Language, can 
provide a new perspective on the formalization of architecture principles in general 
[28], and RDT principles in particular.  

In future, we are planning to develop detailed proof of concept prototypes involv-
ing end users in renewable energy, digital health, but also manufacturing, finance, 
supply chain. These would need to include expressive and machine-readably policy 
language to operationalize the RDT principles, which we presented elsewhere 
[13][20], but the elaboration of which was beyond the space limitations of this paper. 
Such a policy language could be implemented by a separate DT instance, further al-
lowing simulation of complex policy interactions, to detect policy conflicts. This in 
turn could support real-time monitoring and enforcement of actions of parties accord-
ing to their legal, ethical or professional policies. 

Another area of investigation would be how to model various value functions to 
capture business and social objectives, and use them to resolve conflicts of policies 
when composing DTs across complex systems. This would help in addressing ethics 
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dilemmas and provide further support to humans when dealing with conflicting poli-
cies, including how to implement complexities associated with monitoring of obliga-
tions and prohibitions in case of trade-offs between the compliant behaviour and cost 
of violations, as discussed in [26].  

Another topic is to bring in elements of legal concepts and their relationships, cap-
tured through respective ontologies as discussed in [23]. For example, the concept of 
rights, signifies permission of some actors, but puts an obligation on others, on oppos-
ing side of the relationship, and these ‘correlatives’ may provide more tighter ac-
countability expressions over our accountability modeling concepts. Further, the con-
cept of liability, such as one discussed in [27], can be related to an obligation of a 
party who is expected to perform some action, which it fails to perform (i.e. viola-
tion), but may also have links to the concept of power. 
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